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A False Conscience

Dixerunt ergo ei: ^uis es? ut responsum

demus his qui miserunt nos. ^uid diets

de teipso? ait: Ego vox clamantis in de-

serto: dirigite viam Domini.

Then said they unto him, Who art thou?

that we may give an answer to them that

sent us. What sayest thou of thyself?

He said, I am the voice of one crying

in the wilderness. Make straight the

way of the Lord.

Sire,
^

We should not look for the explana-

tion of the meaning of the words of our

Gospel outside of ourselves. These ways
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of the Lord which we should prepare are

our own consciences. These ways which

we are to follow in order to prepare our-

selves to receive Jesus Christ are our

consciences regulated according to the

law of God. These crooked ways which

we have to straighten out are our con-

sciences perverted and corrupted by the

false maxims of the world. This way of

deception which leads to death is the

blind and false conscience which the sin-

ner makes for himself. This, my dear

friends, is the whole mystery of the

preaching of St. John. Dirigite viam

Domini.

Our consciences are our ways, since it

is by our consciences that we progress,

that we advance or go astray. Our con-

sciences are the ways of the Lord, because

it is through them that we seek God and

ni23



A False Conscience

find Him. These ways are within us,

because our consciences are a part of

ourselves and constitute the innermost

part of our being. It is our duty to pre-

pare them because this is the purpose for

which, according to the Scriptures, God

has given us the guiding power of con-

science. Judge, then, for yourselves if the

precursor of Jesus Christ was not right

in saying to the Jews: "Prepare ye the

way of the Lord."

In order to help you to profit by such

an important lesson, it is my purpose to

show to you today the disorders of a

false conscience which constitute that

reprobate way and is directly opposed to

the way of the Lord. I wish, if possi-

ble, to preserve you from this false con-

science by showing you how easy it is

for one living in the world to have a false

CIS]



BOURDALOU

conscience; how dangerous it is, or

rather how injurious it is, to act in ac-

cordance with the principles of such a

conscience, and finally how useless it is

to offer before God our false consciences.

I am going to submit to you three prop-

ositions, of which I ask you to note

carefully the order and the connection,

since they make up the three divisions

of my sermon. The false conscience

easy to form— this is the first part.

The false conscience dangerous to fol-

low— this is the second part. The false

conscience as a useless excuse for justi-

fying oneself before God— this is the

third part. In the first part I shall

reveal to you the source and origin of a

false conscience; in the second part I

shall show you its injurious effects; and

in the last part I shall free you from the
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error under which you may be laboring

that a false conscience may serve you as

an excuse before the Tribunal of God.

The subject is worthy of your most

earnest attention.

CIS 3



FIRST PART

I F the law of God were the only rule

of our actions, if our lives were entirely

moulded upon the principles of this first

and essential law, of which God is the

author, it might be said, dear Christians,

that there would be no sinners in the

world, and that we would all, not only

be perfect, but absolutely incapable of

sinning. Our errors, our desires, our ab-

errations on the road to salvation arise

from the fact that beside the law of God,

there is another law of conduct on which

depends the straightforwardness of our
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actions, and which we have to follow;

or rather from the fact that the law of

God which constitutes the general rule

of all the actions of men has to be ap-

plied in each particular case by another

more immediate rule which is our con-

science. For what is conscience? The

Angelic Doctor, St. Thomas, explains

conscience to us in two words. It is the

law of God as each applies that law to

himself. Now you know, and in fact

it is impossible that experience has not

convinced you, that each applies this

law of God to himself, according to his

views, to his likes, to his temperament

and even to the secret movements and

disposition of his heart. From this it

arises that this Divine Law, improperly

applied, far from being at all times in

practice a sure rule and guide for us,

CI?]



BOURDALOU
either with regard to the good we should

do or with regard to the evil which we

should shun, becomes very often, against

the intention of God Himself, a wrong

rule and guide of which we make im-

proper use and which we use as an ex-

cuse either for committing evil actions

or for failing to perform our sacred duty

of doing good. Let me beg you to enter

into the spirit of my sermon and try to

fathom with me the depths of this im-

portant mystery.

It is true, my dear Christians, that

the law of God considered in itself is,

both in itself and in relation to God

who is its author, a simple and uniform

law, an invariable and unalterable law,

a law, as proclaimed by the Royal

Prophet, holy and irreprehensible : Lex

Domini immacidata. But the law of
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God as understood by man, as explained

by man, as interpreted by the spirit of

man and as adapted to the conscience

of man, takes as many different forms

as there are different consciences and

different souls. It is also liable to

changes owing to the fact that the very

man who observes it or thinks he does

so, is himself subject to changes from

his natural inconstancy, and it becomes

liable not only to imperfection, but

also to corruption through the wrong

use we make of it even when we believe

that we are conducting ourselves in

accordance with it. Certainly it is the

law of God, but we interpret it accord-

ing to our own ideas, so that it loses

its original character of simplicity and

uniformity. It is the law of God, but

it is the law interpreted according to

ni93



BOURDALOU
our moods, very strictly one day, very

lax the next. We take it today in all

its rigor, and tomorrow we try to miti-

gate this rigor as much as possible, so

that it loses as far as we are concerned,

any degree of stability. It is the law

of God, but, by our vain reasoning, it

is the law accommodated to our opin-

ions, to our bad and depraved inclina-

tions, and thereby cast down from its

purity and its holiness. In a word,

while it is still entirely the law of God,

yet owing to its intimate relation with

the consciences of men, it is liable to

become mixed with and confused with

their iniquity. Let us speak still more

clearly on a subject which cannot be

sufficiently developed.

In whatever manner we live in the

world, each must form his own con-

1:203



A False Conscience
science, and I affirm that it is necessary

that he should form his conscience,

because, as it is most aptly stated by

the great apostle, "Whatever is not

done in accordance with conscience is a

sin " : Omne quod non est ex fide, pecca-

tum est. By this word fide, St. Paul

means conscience and not simply faith;

or, if you wish to put it so, he made

practical faith identical with conscience.

This is the opinion of the fathers, and

what follows this passage makes this

meaning plainly evident; namely, that

we must have a conscience in order

not to sin, and that whoever acts with-

out conscience or against his conscience,

whatever he may do, even though it be

for good, commits a sin by doing it.

But it does not follow from this that the

converse is true, namely, that what-

1:213



BOURDALOU
ever is done according to conscience is

free from sin, and here, my dear friends,

is the secret which I am going to teach

to you, which secret you cannot ignore

without ignoring your religion, namely,

that all consciences not being always

right, whatever is done according to

conscience is not necessarily right. I

am going to explain what I mean. Since

there are consciences of bad faith, cor-

rupted consciences; consciences, which

I may term, in the words of Scripture,

"cauterized consciences,"— cauteria-tam

hahentium conscientiam,— namely, con-

sciences blackened by crime, the back-

ground of which is sin, whatever is done

according to these consciences cannot

be better than the consciences them-

selves, nor can they have better quali-

ties. It is therefore possible for one

1:223



A False Conscience
to act in accordance with one's con-

science and yet to sin; and what is still

more surprising, we may sin by the very

fact that we are acting in accordance

with our own consciences, because there

are certain consciences in accordance

with which we are never allowed to act

and which, being infected with sin, can-

not but generate sin. We may be

damned and lost in forming a conscience,

because there are certain kinds of con-

sciences which, from the way in which

they have been formed, must lead only

to perdition and become the certain

sources of damnation.

Now what I maintain is, and this,

my Christian friends, is a point so

directly affecting your salvation, as to

be worthy of your utmost attention,

that it is very easy in this world to form

C233
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such a conscience. I maintain that the

higher your position, the more difficult

will it be for you to avoid forming a

conscience of the character I have just

described. I maintain that this kind

of conscience is more easily formed in

certain classes of society which make

up and distinguish the special world in

which you live. Can you be persuaded

of these truths and, at the same time,

fail to realize and acknowledge before

God the part you have played in these

disorders ?

I have stated that it is easy for us

to form a false conscience in the world.

Why? For two main reasons. Because

there is nothing easier, nothing more

natural than for us to shape our con-

sciences either according to our desires

or according to our interests. In either
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case, the conscience so formed is what

I call a false and disordered conscience.

Think for a moment on this matter and

meditate with me. A conscience is dis-

ordered for the very reason that it is

shaped according to our desires. The

reason for this, as stated by St. Augus-

tine is such as to allow of no answer.

He says that according to the order of

things which is the order of God, it is

the desires which should be in accord-

ance with conscience and not conscience

in accordance with the desires. How-

ever, dear brethren, says this holy teacher,

here is the delusion and the iniquity

to which we make ourselves liable if

we are not always on our guard. In-

stead of regulating our desires accord-

ing to our consciences we form our

consciences out of our desires, and from
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this fact it follows (and here note the

real thought of St. Augustine) that all

that we desire, and as soon as we desire

it, becomes for us and appears to us to

be good: ^uodcumque volumus, bonum

est. At first, perhaps, it did appear

only as agreeable, as useful, as pleasant,

but as we desire it, by dint of consider-

ing it as agreeable, as useful or as pleas-

ant we are led to imagine that it is

permissible. We claim that it is inno-

cent; we become convinced that it is

honest, and fall from error to error, of

which we have only too many examples.

We go so far as to believe that it is

holy; Et quodcumque placet, sanctum

est. Wherefrom does this arise? From

the unhappy ascendant which our heart

unconsciously takes over our souls, leav-

ing us to judge things not in accordance
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with their nature, but in accordance

with our desires, or in accordance with

what they should be according to our

desires, as if it depended upon us whether

they should be good or bad according

to our will, and as though our will

should have this power of giving them

such form as it pleases. This is exactly

what St. Augustine wished us to under-

stand by this expression: ^uodcumque

placet, sanctum est, namely, that what-

ever we desire even though it be false,

unjust or damnable, by dint of ardently

desiring it, becomes for us the truth,

becomes for us just, becomes for us

merit and virtue. Let us examine our-

selves without regard. Among our hear-

ers there are perhaps some who dare say

that this reproach does not apply to them.

This is why the psalmist referring to

1^71



BOURDALOU
these pernicious errors and to these

detestable maxims which spread among

men and by which, later, they shape

their consciences— the sinner and the

impious man, never failed to add that

the sinner or the impious man con-

ceives these errors in his heart, that he

establishes them in his own heart, that

his own heart is the source from which

they proceed and that he approves within

his own heart his sin and his impiety.

Dixit in corde suo.

Had he heeded his reason, his reason

would have told him just the contrary.

Had he consulted his faith, his faith

would have been in accordance with his

reason and would have told him: "You

are greatly mistaken." There is a law

which forbids thee under penalty of

death to do the act which thou art

1:283
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about to commit. There is a supreme

tribunal before which thou wilt be judged

in accordance with this law. There is a

God, and among the attributes of God,

the most inseparable from his nature is

his Providence, and it is part of his

Providence — the rigorous justice with

which he will punish thy crime. This

is what religion supported by reason

itself would have taught him however

impious he may be; but as he wanted

to believe his own heart, his own heart

which has deceived him, has spoken to

him in a different language. His heart

has told him that in such and such a

case his reason did not impose upon

him such strict and hard obligations;

his heart has told him that his religion

did not teach that such a terrible evil as

damnation depended upon such small

C293
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things. His heart has told him that his

faith would be an exaggerated faith, were

it to teach to such an extent the venge-

ance of God. It is out of all these prompt-

ings that he has shaped his conscience.

Now I ask again what is easier than

to shape the conscience according to

the heart.'' Give me a man whose heart

is dominated by a passion, and while

that passion sways him what are not

his inclinations to judge, to reason and

to decide according to the impulse of

the passion, of which he is the slave?

Is he not inclined to find just and rea-

sonable whatsoever favors that passion

and to reject whatsoever tends to free

him from it.'' Let us take the most

common and best known passion. In

this world we very often have criminal

attachments which we desire to make
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agree with our consciences, and what

efforts do we not make to bring this

about? Whenever it is a question of

regulating certain relations, restricting

certain liberties, of avoiding certain oc-

casions which tend to keep up this shame-

ful passion, if the heart is obsessed by

it, how many false and specious reasons

does it not suggest to the soul in order

to make the conscience throw off the

yoke of the law, to mitigate its rigor,

to dispute what is right, even though

evident, and to disagree with facts even

though visible? For instance, in order

to dispute the existence of scandal even

though very real and maybe public, in

order to maintain that the occasion is

neither proximate nor voluntary even

though in fact it is both proximate and

voluntary; in order to put forward vain
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pretexts of apparent impossibilities of

breaking the engagements one finds him-

self in; in order to justify or to give a

color of reason to wilful delays in doing

one's duty. The nature of man being

what it is, whenever there is on one side

his passion and on the other side his

duty or rather whenever his heart has

taken a certain side, it is a miracle if

he succeeds in preserving a pure and

sound conscience, namely a conscience

pure and free from all errors.

But, if it is an easy matter to form a

false conscience in accordance with our

own desires, it is still easier to form a

false conscience according to our own

interests, and here I shall ask you to

renew your attention. As St. Chry-

sostom has most aptly explained, it is

particularly self interest which excites
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our desires and which imparts to them

that strength which makes men blind

to the ways of salvation. Indeed, my
dear friends, how is it that in this world

we form a false conscience, if it be not

that we have interests to be safeguarded,

which we are unwilling to renounce

whatever may be the consequences; and

why is it that every day it happens that

in many things prohibited by the law

of God, we stifle the keenest remorse

of our conscience if it be not that there

is no remorse so keen as may not be

stifled by a keener passion, and that

interest is stronger than conscience ? We
have been told many times, and perhaps

it has been acknowledged by us as true

in spite of ourselves, that whenever our

interest is not in question, it is easy for

us to have a straight conscience, to be
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exact and even strict regarding the ob-

ligations imposed upon us by our con-

science. If our interests are not affected

by these obHgations of conscience, they

have nothing onerous which may repel

us. Our judgments are sound; we wax

eloquent about them; we lecture others

about them and we carry our exactness

up to the most rigid perfection; we

evince a real horror for everything which

is not in keeping with the purity of our

principles. But let us suppose that our

interest is affected, that an occasion

offers itself, or that by an unhappy

chance, our interests and this purity of

principles are not in accord. You know,

my dear Christians, how ingenious we

are in deceiving ourselves. Our eyes

become dim; our strictness becomes

lax; we no longer see things with the

n343
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same simple eye, with that eye that is

free from the corruption of the world.

Now that our interest is affected, those

opinions which heretofore appeared to

us as lax do not appear as lax as before,

and by examining the same most care-

fully, we are unfortunately led to think

we find in them something reasonable.

Those probabilities, the very mention

of which scandalized us, as soon as our

interest is affected, do not appear to us

as hateful as before. What we con-

sidered before as unjust and unwar-

ranted, as soon as our interest is affected,

changes its aspect and appears to us as

perfectly fair and just. What we blamed

in others becomes legitimate and ex-

cusable in us. Perhaps we may dis-

pute the matter within ourselves, but

at last we yield.

Cssa



BOURDALOU
In what is our conscience generally

right, and on what are we strict in our

maxims? Let us confess to the truth.

We are strict upon whatever does not

affect our interests; upon what touches

the duties of others and on what has no

bearing upon ourselves. That is to say,

we are conscientious to the point of

severity with regard to our neighbor

because our interest never prompts us

to be lax in matters affecting others,

but rather leads us the opposite way,

and we pride ourselves upon this sever-

ity. At the same time, through our

deep blindness, from which very ' few

souls know how to protect themselves,

we are conscientious in matters affect-

ing ourselves only so far as these can be

made to agree with the furthering of our

business, with the advancement of our

1:363
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fortune, with the success of our enter-

prise; in a word, in so far as conscience

can be made to agree with our interest.

It is from this that error and iniquity

have spread at the present time so ex-

tensively in the consciences of men.

Listen to a layman who talks about

points of conscience affecting clerics,

and he speaks like an oracle— nothing

to be compared with his enlightenment;

but see how he reasons on his own be-

half on matters affecting him, or rather,

judge him by his acts. You will scarce

find in him a conscience, and this pre-

tended oracle will fill you with pity.

Will you, my dear Christian brethren,

let me make you realize this truth? It

is too important not to be set forth in

its true light. Give your attention to

the supposition I am going to make.
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Suppose I were to quote in this sermon

all the teachings of the theologians, I

refer to those moderate and temperate

theologians who do not carry things to

the point of extreme severity, but who

are more lenient. Suppose, I say, I were

to quote all their teachings and conten-

tions with regard to what they consider

as strict obligations of conscience to

which, however, the conscience even of

those who maintain the moral teaching

of these theologians to be too lax, are

not willing always to submit; suppose I

were to report in this sermon their

opinions and decisions, lax as they ap-

pear on certain points affecting the

interests of men, and without adding

anything to them, apply the same to

some one who prides himself upon his

scrupulous conscience; there would be

Cssn
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very few among my hearers whom I

would not confound and perhaps wound

in their innermost souls. Suppose that

I show, for instance, to an incumbent

of a benefice up to what point of sever-

ity these lax theologians bring their

opinions on five or six essential points,

which however, I shall refrain from

mentioning in this sermon, then, if he

has any sincerity and straightforward-

ness, he will humiliate himself before

God, and acknowledge that he is still

far removed from that exactness which

he prided himself on possessing. But

if the truth wound him in the slightest

degree, he will be offended at once. If

I address no one but him, all the others

who hear me, having no direct interest,

will praise my zeal and will proclaim

that I am right. But suppose that I

n393



BOURDALOU
direct my statements to them and to

the social class to which they belong,

and go from the beneficed clergyman to

the financier, from the financier to the

magistrate, from the magistrate to the

merchant and to the artisan, and sup-

pose that, taking advantage of the free-

dom of the pulpit, I show to each one in

what particular this severity of Chris-

tian morals should consist for him if he

really wanted to embrace it in good

faith, and that I convince him, as it

would be an easy matter to do, that

with regard to this point, he is in fact

very lax without thinking or even dream-

ing of his laxity, that I make known to

him his laxity without regard, that I

place it before his eyes. Yes, I say

again, all my hearers would be likely to

rise against me. And why? Ah, my
i:4on
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Christian brethren, just here is the con-

tradiction. We desire strict morals in

theory but not in practice. We want

strict morals in so far as they do not

oblige us to anything in particular, do

not trouble us in anything, do not

impose upon us any obligations; strict

morals according to our tastes, accord-

ing to our ideas, according to our moods,

according to our interests; strict morals

for others and not for ourselves; strict

morals that leave us free to judge, to

speak, to censure, to ridicule — in a

word, strict morals which are not strict

at all. And thus it comes that this

pretense of zeal for strict morals does

not prevent us in the world, even in

the Christian world, from forming for

ourselves a wrong conscience.

But, as I have said, and as I wish to

1:413
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repeat, It is particularly those in high

positions who are more exposed to the

danger of a false conscience, and the

duty of my ministry and the zeal with

which God inspires me for their salva-

tion does not allow me to conceal from

them a truth so essential as this. Why
is it that those in high positions are

more exposed to the danger of a false

conscience? For a thousand self-evident

reasons which they should meditate upon

most carefully. It is because of those

very high positions, that they have

interests more difficult to bring in

agreement with the law of God and

consequently more liable to become the

foundation and sub-stratum of a false

conscience. It is because of the interests

of these men in high positions that in

their enterprises and in their designs

1:423
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they so seldom consult God, that the

force of conscience within them is so

often weaker than the force of policy,

or rather that policy is considered, al-

most without exception, the rule of

their more important actions; whereas

conscience is neither heeded nor acted

upon unless in minor things; that what

appears to them as their interests is

practically never weighed in the balance

of these formidable judgments; on which

however, their deeds shall be weighed

on the day of judgment; as if their

interests were something more privi-

leged than they themselves; as if the

policies of men had the right to give

commandments against the command-

ments of God; as if conscience were

binding only on common souls. Those

in high positions are, just on account of

1:433
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those positions, more exposed to the

danger of a false conscience. Why?

Because their very environment leads

them to form a false conscience. Noth-

ing, said St. Bernard, is more liable to

seduce conscience than applause, praise

and flattery; than the fact of never

being contradicted; than the fact of

always feeling sure of finding approval

for an act. This is exactly the unhappy

fate of those whom God has raised in

the world. Those in high positions, just

on account of their positions, are more

exposed by their very state to the danger

of a false conscience. Why? Because

they are surrounded by men whose

essential interest is to deceive them;

by men whose conduct is liable to be

founded upon the blindness of the con-

sciences of their masters; by men who

C44:i
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would be distressed had their masters a

more strict conscience; by men whose

efforts are concentrated upon deluding

these masters whose confidence they

enjoy, and by keeping them under these

delusions either by the counsels they

give or by the sentiments they inspire

in them.

I have said that in the world in which

you live, namely the Court, the dis-

order of a false conscience is more com-

mon and more difficult to avoid, and I

feel sure that you will agree with me

on this point. Because it is at the Court

where passions dominate, where desires

are more ardent, where interests are

keener and, consequently, it is at the

Court where consciences, even those most

straight and enlightened, become more

easily blinded and perverted. It is at

C4S3
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the Court where this God of the world,

namely Fortune, exercises over the souls

of men, and, therefore, over their con-

sciences, the most deadly sway. It is

at the Court where the desire of keep-

ing one's position, the passion for fur-

ther advancement, the set purpose of

pushing oneself forward, the fear of dis-

pleasing, the desire to make oneself

agreeable, shape such consciences as

would everywhere else appear as mon-

strous. There they are authorized by

usage and habit and are considered as

having acquired an acknowledged stand-

ing by the force of custom. By dint of

living at the Court and by the simple

fact of having lived there, one is found

to be infected with the errors prevailing

there. Whatever the righteousness of

one's conscience, by dint of breathing
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the air of the Court, of hearing the lan-

guage of the Court, one becomes accus-

tomed to iniquity and one loses the sense

of horror for vice ; and after having for

a long time blamed and condemned it,

one begins to tolerate and excuse it;

that is to say, one is led unconsciously to

form a new conscience, and by invisible

steps he who was a real Christian be-

comes gradually changed into a worldly

man, almost into a heathen.

You may object and your objection

would seem to be borne out by facts,

that for the Court there are other prin-

ciples of religion than for the rest of the

world, and that the courtier is entitled

to shape for himself a different conscience

from that of other men. This is in fact

the prevailing idea which is thoroughly

confirmed or, rather, I should say, un-
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happily justified by experience. Here

is what men think and what men say

considering it, namely, that when it

comes to the conscience of a courtier

one should mistrust it, and should not

rely upon it as he should not rely upon

the courtier's disinterestedness. How-

ever, my dear Christian brethren, St.

Paul assures us that there is only one

God and one faith, and woe to him who

dividing this one and only God, will

depict him at the Court as being less an

enemy of men's disorders than outside

of the Court, or who, dividing this faith,

will consider the same as more indulgent

toward one class of man than towards

another. Anathema, my dear brethren,

anathema, says the great apostle, to

whomsoever will preach a gospel different

from the one I have preached unto you.
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Were an angel descended from heaven

to announce this gospel different from

mine, hold him as an imposter and as

a seducer, and therefore my dear Chris-

tians, anathema to whomsoever shall

say that there is for you a law of con-

science different from the one in accord-

ance to which the lowest of the men are

to be judged by God, and anathema to

whomsoever will refrain from telling you

that these general laws are so much the

more terrible as you are more inclined

to free yourselves from them and as

you who are living at the Court are in

greater danger of violating them.

By way of conclusion, I might say

that men's desires and interests are the

accursed force which make the false

consciences which fill the world. Men's

desires and interests which made David
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draw this disheartening conclusion, from

which he did not except any class or

standing of men :— Omnes declinaverunt;

everybody has gone astray. Every-

body has made for themselves a corrupt

conscience, even an abominable con-

science: Corrupti sunt, — abominabiles

facti sunt. Why? Because you are un-

der the sway of your passion and of

your interests. O God! Make us un-

derstand this truth and engrave the

same in our hearts. Since it is true

that it is our desires which blind us, do

not deliver us unto the desires of our

hearts. Since it is our interests which

dominate us, do not permit these in-

terests to exercise a sway upon us. O
God! Give us straight hearts, which

being submissive to reason may keep

our passions in check. Give us generous
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souls, superior to all the interests of the

world. Thereby shall our consciences,

which are our ways, be straightened and

thereby shall we accomplish the work

of the precursor of Jesus Christ : Dirigite

viam Domini. But as it is easy for

one to form in the world a false con-

science, so it is dangerous to give one-

self over to it and follow it, and this is

the subject of the second part.
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SECOND PART

.LL errors are dangerous, especially in

matters of morals, but there is no error

more injurious and more pernicious in

its consequences than the one which af-

fects the basis of the very rule of morals,

namely conscience. Your eye, says the

Son of God, in the Gospel, is the light of

your body. If your eye is pure, all your

body will be light, but if your eye is not

pure, all your body will be in darkness.

Take care, adds the Saviour of the world

that the light which is in you be not as

the darkness. Vide ergo ne lumen quod

in te est, tenebrae sunt. The eye referred
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to by Jesus Christ in the literal sense

of this passage, is nothing else than the

conscience which enlightens us, which

directs us and which makes us act. If

the conscience according to which we

act is pure and free from error, it is a

light which spreads through the whole

body of our actions, or rather all our

actions become actions of light, and, to

make use of an expression of the apostle

— all our actions are fruits of light—
fructus lucis. Everything we do is holy,

praiseworthy and deserving of God. On

the contrary, if conscience which is the

torch and light of our souls is trans-

formed into darkness, by the gross errors

which we allow to take possession of

us, all our actions become works of

darkness, so that we become liable to

that reproach of Jesus Christ : Si lumen
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quod in te est, tenebrae sunt, ipsae tenehrae

quantae erunt? Alas, my brethren, if

what should be your light is darkness,

how deep will be your darkness? That

is, if what you call your conscience,

and what you consider as a straight

conscience is nothing less than delusion,

disorder and iniquity, how will you

behave with regard to what those same

consciences condemn and reprove ? How
will you be able to recognize the iniquity

and disorder? This is, my brethren,

the rock which we should avoid, as there

arise therefrom evils which are the more

afflicting and the more astonishing as

one by becoming accustomed to them,

is no longer afflicted and astonished.

Hear the details I am going to give you

and it may be that you will realize I

am right. It follows therefrom that
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through a false conscience all sorts of

evils may be committed; it follows

therefrom that through a false conscience,

evil is committed without any hope of

redress and without remedy. These are

the evils from which we should keep

ourselves aloof, if we are to avoid ex-

posing our souls to irreparable loss and

to eternal damnation.

No, my dear Christians, there is hardly

any evil which is not committed through

a false conscience. Tell me where there

is any evil which is not committed

through that source. You will better

understand thereby the truth of my
proposition. In order to have you effec-

tively realize this truth, I shall ask you,

how far does not the disorder of a blind

and presumptuous conscience go.? From

the moment it has erected itself as a
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conscience, what are not the crimes ex-

cused and colored by it? Let us sup-

pose for example, that the ambitions

have made for themselves a conscience

out of their maxims in order to attain

their purpose, what are not the duties

which they neglect? What are not the

sentiments of humanity which they

drown, the laws of equity, faithfulness

and straightforwardness which they vio-

late ? Conscience certainly it is, but con-

science corrupted by ambition, whereby

it becomes an instigator of malignant

jealousies, the source of damnable in-

trigues, of knavishness and of treachery

to which they are inclined to resort.

When conscience is acting in unison with

cupidity and covetousness, what are not

the injustices which it permits? What

are not the usuries which it favors?
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What are not the simonies which it

extenuates? What are not the vexa-

tions, the violences, the quibbles, the

unjust proceedings which it justifies?

When conscience is formed by animosity

and hate what are not the resentments

and the hardness which it authorizes,

the vengeance upon which it relies, the

passions and the enmities which it fo-

ments, the hardness and arrogance which

it approves ? Nothing, I repeat, nothing

can check it. Being perverted and at

the same time being still the conscience,

it dares anything; it undertakes every-

thing and leads one to everything. It

covers a multitude of sins, even of the

greatest sins, not as does charity— by

effacing them, but by countenancing

them, by tolerating them and by defend-

ing them.
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What did the Jews not do through

their false consciences? They crucified

the Saint of Saints and put to death

Jesus Christ. Hear ye therefore how

far a false conscience of a man may go

and how far the false conscience of a

whole people went, who prided itself

upon being a religious nation. It made

for itself a religion out of the most ter-

rible of all crimes, namely the Deicide,

and by the application of this same

principle, there are being committed

every day throughout the world, with-

out the shedding of blood, the most

cruel of murders. Namely through a

false conscience one strikes his own

neighbor, one deals to him mortal blows,

one steals from him his honor, which is

dearer to him than his very life, one

destroys his reputation, one ruins by
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schemes and intrigues his fortune and

his credit. Do not be offended at being

compared with the Jews. This compari-

son is only too true. In fact through a

false conscience the Jews did not fear

becoming defiled with the blood of the

Innocent whom they demanded from

Pilate. Even though superstitious and

scrupulous as they were, they did refuse

to enter Pilate's home because he was

a gentile and they feared, lest by doing

so, they become impure, lest they be

made incapable of purification, lest they

be made incapable of eating the Pass-

over. And by a like mistake, habitual

in the world at the present time, one

swallows a camel and digests it, whereas

he fears to swallow a gnat. That is to

say, that through a false conscience one

gives himself up to the most violent and
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the most ardent passions; one satisfies

his desires, one exercises vengeance, one

seizes the goods of others and keeps

them unjustly, one preys upon widows

and orphans, one robs the poor and the

weak, whereas, following the example

of the Pharisees, one is led to consider

as crimes certain points of a very second-

ary importance. One is as strict and as

exact as the Pharisees, even scrupulous

with regard to certain observances of

secondary importance, which only affect

the outer shell of religion, whereas one

scoffs at and derides whatever in religion

and in the law of God is the greatest

and the most essential, namely, justice,

mercy and faith.

What is a false conscience ? An abyss,

says St. Bernard, an unfathomable

abyss. Conscientia quasi abyssus multa:
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a deep and terror striking sea, which

one may justly say is the abode of

numberless reptiles. Mare magnum ac

spatiosum; illic reptilia, quorum non est

numerus. Why reptiles? Because, says

this father, as a reptile creeps stealthily

in, so sin steals almost unknown into

a conscience, to which it finds access

through passions and error. And why

numberless reptiles? Because as a sea,

owing to its prodigious fecundity abounds

in reptiles of which there are numberless

species, each species showing numberless

individuals, so a false conscience is fer-

tile for all sorts of sin, which arise out

of it and multiply in it. It is here,

goes on St. Bernard, where these mon-

sters are procreated: illic reptilia. It

is in the false conscience where black

and venomous envies and dislikes are
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brooded and hatched. Here are con-

cealed the refined slanders, the tor-

tuous calumnies, the desire to harm, the

disguised perfidies brought about by

cursed policies dissimulated by all sorts

of cunning. Here grow the desires of

the flesh followed by voluntary consent

of which sometimes one is not conscious;

the secret but criminal attachments which

one hardly notices; the rising passions

bound to become in a very short time

dominating passions, but which one fails

to resist at the outset. Here pride is

concealed under the disguise of humility,

hypocrisy under the veil of piety, the

most dangerous sensuality under the

disguise of honesty. Here all vices are

created, as here they find their center

and their very origin: Illic reptilia,

quorum non est numerus. To what dan-
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gers is one not exposed and what excesses

is one not capable of when one follows a

conscience blinded by sin?

But I shall continue, and I shall say

that a man through a false conscience

commits evil boldly and unhesitatingly.

Boldly because he does not find in him-

self any opposition and unhesitatingly

because he does not experience any

trouble. The conscience, being, as St.

Augustine said, in agreement with the

sinner and the sinner in this state having

made a compact with his conscience, he

is placed in the baleful possibility of

sinning and having at the same time

peace in his heart. Peace in sin is the

very greatest of all possible evils.

Sin without peace is not, my dear Chris-

tian brethren, considered in itself the

greatest evil which we have to fear, and
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peace without sin would undoubtedly

be the greatest boon we could desire,

but the one and the other combined,

namely peace in sin and sin with peace

are the greatest evils in this life, and the

very nearest approach for the sinner to

reprobation.

This, my dear brethren, is what is

brought about by a false conscience. I

shall draw your attention to a passage

from St. Bernard which will explain my
idea. He distinguishes four different

kinds of consciences, namely the good

peaceful and tranquil conscience, the

good conscience, troubled and uneasy,

the bad conscience living in agitation

and trouble, and the bad conscience

surrounded by peace and tranquility.

Now let us consider his reasonings on

this matter. A good conscience, peace-
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ful and tranquil, is undoubtedly he says,

an anticipation of Heaven; a good con-

science, troubled and uneasy is like a

purgatory in this life of which God some-

times avails himself to prove and try

the holiest souls; a bad conscience agi-

tated and troubled by the sight of its

crimes is a kind of hell; but there is

something even worse than this hell and

what is it? A bad conscience sur-

rounded by peace and tranquility, and

this is the outcome of a false conscience.

In a criminal conscience troubled by the

sight of its sin, like though it be to hell,

there is still some light and consequently

there are still to be found in it some

traces of contrition, conversion and com-

punction. The sinner revolts against

God, but at least he knows he is a rebel,

at least he feels the unhappiness and
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pain of his rebellion. His passion holds

him in its sway and makes him the slave

of iniquity, but at least it does not pre-

vent him from acknowledging his duty

and submitting to the truth. Let us

consider a man of the world who has

given himself up to licentiousness. As

long as he preserves a straight con-

science, he is not entirely outside the

way of God. Why? Because in spite

of his excesses, he still recognizes good

from evil and this perception is capable

of drawing him back to God and keeping

him far from evil.

But in a false conscience there is nothing

but darkness, nothing but interior dark-

ness, many times more dangerous than

that exterior darkness to which the Son

of God refers, because it is the source

of the obstinacy of sin and of his ob-
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duracy; interior darkness which makes

the sinner in the midst of his sins feel

satisfied with himself, makes him to be

sure of God and to give himself up in

his innermost self to the vain delusion

of an innocence which he prides himself

on possessing, while God reproaches him

and pronounces against him the most

severe judgment.

And this is why I claim, dear Chris-

tians, as I have just done above, that

by a false conscience, one is led to com-

mit evil hopelessly, for the greatest hope

of the sirmer is a sound and straight

conscience which even though commit-

ting the sin condemns it and recognizes

it as a sin. This is the means by which

God calls us back to Him, by which God

urges us, so to say, to enter again into the

straight way and to submit to and obey
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the law. This was the means by which

the victorious grace of Jesus Christ

triumphed over the heart of St. Augus-

tine. This righteousness and, so to say,

this integrity, which St. Augustine had

preserved even in his worst aberrations,

was the remedy and the cure of these

same aberrations. Yes, my Lord, he

says to God in that humble confession

of his life, which I would recommend to

penitent souls as a perfect model, yes,

my Lord, this is what has saved me,

this is what has brought me out of the

deep abyss of my iniquity— my con-

science rebuking me, my conscience fair

judge of itself, even though guilty, this

is what has drawn me back to you. Do
you not see my dear Christian brethren,

the action of Grace in the conversion of

St. Augustine? This remaining con-
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science which had been left in him and

which in itself he had been unable to

destroy was the basis of all the mercy

which God chose to exercise over him;

the trouble of this criminal conscience

still in accordance with the law in spite of

its sin was the last grace but at the same

time the most efficacious and the most

invincible of all the graces that God had

reserved for him to soften and bend the

hardness of this impenitent heart. A
consoling thought for a sinner surrounded

by internal agitation and by the re-

morse of his conscience. As long as

my conscience makes me suffer this

cruel but salutary uneasiness, as long

as my conscience rebukes me for my
sin, God has not yet abandoned me.

His Grace still acts upon me. There

is still hope left for me. My salvation
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is Still in my hands and the mercy of

God has not yet been exhausted. This

remorse which oppresses me is the clear

and tangible proof of these sins. God

is showing me in this manner the way

I should follow in order to come back

to Him.

And in fact, through a straight con-

science, far though one may be from

God, one is sure to come back to Him.

This is what is taught us by experience

practically every day in numberless in-

dividuals, in whom God, as St. Paul

says, wishes to make manifest the abund-

ance of his grace, and who after having

been the scandal of the world through

their abominable lives become the con-

version of the world by their devout

and enlightened example. On the con-

trary, through a false conscience mor-
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tally wounded, one is rendered incapable

of being cured; one finds himself envel-

oped in the greatest crimes and in the

worst aberrations, beyond any hope of

reverting. Through a false conscience

one is made incorrigible and inconverti-

ble ; one becomes obstinate and hardened

and one lives and dies in his sin. It

follows therefrom that a false conscience

and above anything else, peace with a

false conscience should be regarded by

the sinner in the order of God's judg-

ment, not only as a punishment from

God, but also as the most terrible ven-

geance of God — as the very beginning

of God's reprobation.

And this is the reason why, said St.

Chrysostom (do not fail to reflect on

this consideration, which is very touch-

ing in itself, even though terrible), when
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Isaiah, animated by the zeal of the

glory and interests of God, desired to

have God punish the impiety of his

people, did not employ any other words

than the following: Excaeca cor populi

hujus: Make blind the hearts of these

people, that is to say, the consciences

of these people. He did not say: O
God humiliate these people, confound

these people, crush, oppress, ruin these

people. All this appeared to him un-

important in comparison with blindness,

and it is this blindness of heart that he

considers as the supreme punishment:

Excaeca cor, as if he had said to God:

This is the way, O God, by which you

will wreak full vengeance. War, pesti-

lence, famine, temporal calamities would

only be for these revolted souls incom-

plete vengeance, but spread upon their
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consciences a deep darkness and the

measure of your anger as well as of

their iniquity will be filled. He felt

therefore that the blinding of their false

consciences was the last and the most

terrible penalty of sin.

But this is the reason why, led by a

spirit opposite to the one which prompted

Isaiah, I raise today to God a totally

different prayer, saying: I, Lord, angered

though Thou be, do not blind the hearts

of these people, do not blind the con-

sciences of my hearers, and preserve

me from the misfortune of becoming

the unwilling instrument of the consum-

mation of their blinding through their

opposing Your word and my sacred

ministry. Vent Thy anger upon all the

rest, but spare Thy consciences. Their

goods and their fortunes belong to Thee.
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Let them feel the pain of losing them,

but do not deprive them of this light

which is intended to enlighten them on

the road to virtue. Humiliate them,

mortify them, deprive them of their

riches, bring them down to naught in

the eyes of the world, but do not extin-

guish the ray of light which is the only

guide which remains to show them their

way. Let them submit to any other

punishments Thou mayest choose to im-

pose upon them, but do not afflict them

with this punishment by taking from

them the power of recognizing their

obligations, as this would be their loss

— their irreparable loss. This would be

their reprobation even in their lifetime.

And now I shall conclude. A false con-

science easy to acquire, a false conscience

dangerous and injurious to follow. This
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is what I have shown you. Finally,

false conscience, a futile excuse to justify

us before God. This is the last part of

my sermon.
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THIRD PART

'NE should acknowledge, my dear

Christians, that God who is as mer-

ciful as He is just, would not con-

sider our errors as crimes if they were

involuntary errors committed in good

faith, and there would be no sinner

who would not have the right to take

advantage of his false conscience and

to give same before God as a legitimate

excuse for his sin if the false conscience

had that shade of sincerity which I have

just referred to; but the question is,

does it offer always this character, or

at least does it offer it frequently? This
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is an extremely important question, as

it involves one of the principles and I

might say, one of the most important

principles upon which depends in prac-

tice, the discernment and the exact

judgment which one is obliged to bring

to bear upon the actions of his life.

The point therefore, is to find out whether

a blind conscience, led astray by the

sins of the world, can be ordinarily

considered as a conscience in good faith,

so that this false and blind conscience

may ordinarily be alleged before God

by the sinners of the world as an excuse

and justification. Ah, my dear brethren,

should it please God that this be so,

numberless sins would cease to be sins

and the world, without any necessity

for grace and penance, would find itself,

released of numberless crimes, the weight
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of which hangs over it all the time and

makes virtuous souls moan.

But should this be the case, St. Ber-

nard continues, David the Holy King

in the fervor of his contrition would

hardly have asked from God as a

grace, that He forget his past ignorance,

namely ignorance which had caused the

disorder and the corruption of his

conscience. Delicta juventutis meae,—
ignorantias meas ne memineris. Should

he not have said instead: "Remember,

God, my ignorance, and do not forget it,

for since this ignorance is to be my justi-

fication before Thee, is it not to my
interest that Thou be mindful of it and

that Thou keep it always before Thine

eyes?" But does he address God thus?

No. He says to God: "Forget my
ignorance, efface it from that terrible
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book, which Thou wilt produce against

me when Thou wilt judge me according

to the full rigor of Thy justice. Be Thou

mindful of the evil I have done without

recognizing it, since the very fact of

my having failed to recognize it, in spite

of the obligation under which I was of

doing so, was in itself a crime for which

Thou hast a right to punish me." Et

ignorantias meas ne memineris. It is

therefore untrue that ignorance and con-

sequently a false conscience is always

an excuse justified before God.

But there is more. I maintain that

it is hardly ever a good excuse and that

the world in which we live is one of the

most futile excuses. Why? For two

unanswerable and invincible reasons.

First: Because in the world in which

we live, there is too much light to allow
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of the supposition of an erring con-

science being at the same time in good

faith. Second: Because there is no such

false conscience as God may not repel

by a straight conscience, still living in

us, or which even though outside our-

selves would not rise against us much

against our will. I ask you to accord

me your kind attention for a little while

longer and I shall certainly succeed in

convincing you of this.

No, my dear Christians, in a century

so enlightened as the one in which God

has appointed us to live, we cannot

suppose that it is easy to find among

men false consciences which are at the

same time innocent. Few are the con-

sciences of this kind in the world, and

in the place in which I am speaking, I

do not hesitate to maintain that there
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is not to be found such a conscience.

For without dwelling any longer on this

proposition, is it not true, my dear hearers,

to whom I address myself in particular,

is it not true that had you been faithful

to the enlightenment of the grace of

God which has been showered upon

you most abundantly, and had you

taken advantage of the easy means

which He has placed within your reach,

to enlighten you regarding your obliga-

tions, these errors would never have

become the source of so many disorders,

would never have blinded you, would

never have perverted your conscience.

Let me explain this matter in more

detail. For instance, if before acting

and before making a decision on essen-

tial points, you had mistrusted your-

selves; if you had taken the decision
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and the advice of a straightforward

Christian friend, who would have talked

to you sincerely and without regard; if

you had let those who were in a position

to teach you the truth have free access

to you; if your delicacy or reluctance

to listen to them had not silenced them;

if flatterers had not taken hold of your

soul; if among the ministers of God

who are intended to be for you the

interpreters of the law, you had resorted

to such as were more liberally endowed

with science and generally acknowledged

as such; if you had not searched the

indulgent and complacent ones in prefer-

ence to the intelligent ones; if, even in

the tribunal of penance you had not

preferred those who were more easy-

going to those who would have been

more salutary, this false conscience which
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we are examining at the present moment

would never have arisen in your hearts.

Its rising therefore is only due to the

resistance you have offered to grace and

to the enlightenment which God was

giving you. It arose because you have

led a life of thorough indifference

towards your duties, because the least of

your cares has been the one of instructing

yourselves; because, carried away by

pleasures and engrossed by the vain

amusements of the world, or over-

whelmed by unnecessary worldly cares

which you might have avoided, you

have neglected to study your religion;

because, solicitous above everything else

of your rest, you have avoided acquiring

a full knowledge of which would have

evidently but usefully troubled your

rest; it arose because, when besieged
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by doubt, you have allowed yourself to

be guided by your own judgment, be-

cause you have made a habit out of

your presumption until you have been

led to believe that you were more en-

lightened than all other men; because

you have made it a practice to act always

in accordance with your own ideas,

rejecting wise counsel, being intolerant

of any advice, unwilling to countenance

any contradiction, priding yourselves on

your indocility, unwilling, as Scripture

says, to heed any counsel, to learn any-

thing lest you may feel yourselves obliged

to act in accordance with such knowl-

edge. Noluit intelligere ut bene ageret.

This is the reason I say, my dear

brethren, that following the trend of

the world you have made for yourselves

a conscience shaped in accordance with
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your desires and you have fallen into

utter blindness. Would you not be the

most unjust of men were you to claim

that a conscience based on such prin-

ciples would be an excuse before God?

Such an excuse might apply to heathen

enveloped in the darkness of infidelity;

it may apply to certain souls given up

to coarseness which are led by their very

condition to live steeped in ignorance

and without practically any instruction,

but for you, my dear Christians, for

you who consider yourselves above the

rest both in intelligence and in judg-

ment, for you whom light strikes, I may

say from all sides, for you who have so

many ways of being instructed regarding

the truth, and to acquire a full knowl-

edge of it, have you the right to say

that it is the error lying in your con-
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science which has led you astray? Vain

excuse, my dear brethren, the only effect

of which is to make your sin more

criminal. This is the veil of malice to

which reference is made by the apostle,

and when you resort to this veil, you

simply increase your crime, casting upon

God the responsibility which you should

humbly acknowledge as resting upon

yourselves.

You will be more liable to be con-

demned before the Tribunal of God (I

call your special attention to this point,

my dear Christians, as this is the second

reason which God will allege against us),

you will be more liable to be condemned

as God in His judgment will judge not

only the errors of our consciences con-

sidered in their abstract, but rather

the errors of our consciences as com-
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pared with the good to be found in the

consciences of the heathen; the errors

of our consciences as compared with the

exactness and severity with which we

judged the conduct of others ; the errors

of our consciences as compared with the

knowledge we obtained at the very

beginning of Hfe on the difference be-

tween good and evil, before we were

blinded by sin, for, says St. Augustine,

all of these principles are intended to

shape, to enlighten and to purify con-

sciences or at least to reform consciences,

and the very fact of our having ignored

these rules will be held against us as a

reason for condemnation. How glad I

should be were I to succeed in persuad-

ing you to make these principles a source

of salvation for you.

God will invoke the consciences of
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the heathen to condemn the errors of

Christians. This is the reason why Ter-

tuUian, instructing Christian women, con-

demned them for certain scandals to

which a few among them, filled with the

spirit of the world, did not pay any

serious attention, and in particular for

that immodesty in dressing, for that '

criminal nudity, so contrary to decency.

Is it not shameful, he said to them, that

there are in the world heathen who are

more strict on this point and more con-

scientious than you? Is it not shame-

ful that Arabian women, of whom we

know very well the habits and morals,

far from being liable to these disor-

ders, have constantly detested them as

a kind of prostitution ? Is it not shame-

ful that you, who have been brought up

in the Christian religion, pretend to
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justify them by alleging them as a

corrupt custom which the world vainly

authorizes, while God hates and con-

demns this custom? Know ye, added

this father of the Church, that these

heathen and these infidels will be your

judges before God, and I, my dear

Christians, following the same trend of

thought, say unto you: Is it not strange

and deplorable that we allow ourselves

at the present time to do, without any

remorse whatsoever, many, many things

which we know were considered by the

heathen as crimes, that so far as justice,

for instance, is concerned, we are not

ashamed of the quibbles, of the trickery

and of the cunning we resort to, which

would have been condemned by the

Areopagus, that as far as business is

concerned, we claim that usury, so much
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condemned by the Roman law, is per-

fectly justified, that as far as the Chris-

tian reHgion is concerned, we consider

as honest or at least as licit spectacles

which, according to St. Augustine's state-

ments made infamous in the heathen

world, the actors who staged them?

What was the origin of these sentiments ?

What was the origin of the severity of

these laws, if not innate straightfor-

wardness of conscience, even of the

heathen conscience, which will consti-

tute our reprobation? For it is certain

that they will rise against us at the last

judgment and that this comparison be-

tween them and us and us and them

will be the most terrible condemnation

of our blindness.

Let us not go so far. We have an

enlightened conscience for whom? For
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others. We have a bUnd conscience for

whom ? For ourselves. We have a strict

conscience for others, so strict as to

become scrupulous, an indulgent con-

science for ourselves, so indulgent as to

become lax. What will God do? He

will compare these two consciences in

order to condemn the one by the other,

as our faith tells us that we shall be

judged according to the way we have

judged others, and that God will use

towards us the same measure of severity

we have used towards our neighbor.

Furthermore God will recall to our minds

those first ideas so holy, so just, which

we had about sin before we had been

made blind by sin.

In spite of all the changes which have

taken place in our consciences, we have

not entirely forgotten that happy state
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in which the innocence of our hearts

combined with the integrity of our rea-

son, made us free from the illusions and

the errors of the world. We still re-

member those first ideas of ours which

enabled us to pass sound judgment upon

the things of the world viewed from the

point of view of God's law. This sin

which we now consider as a mere trifle

looked like a monster and it was our

conscience which inspired us with these

sentiments. What has become of this

conscience? How is it that it has ex-

perienced such a prodigious change ? This

conscience was the fruit of a Christian

education; it had been cultivated; it

had been perfected by so many wise

advices and counsels. How did this

conscience speak to us in times past and

why is it that it does not speak in the
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same language as before? Where does

this general and fatal corruption origi-

nate? One cannot recognize us any

longer, nor can we recognize ourselves.

The reason is, God will say to you,

that you have allowed passion to enter

your hearts and that passion has choked

up all the seeds of virtue which I had

planted in your souls. Are you to be

excused for having disregarded those

right principles by which you should

have been guided during your whole life ?

Are you to be excused for having ex-

tinguished so many lights, so many

brilliant lights, so many pure lights, and

for having plunged yourselves of your

own will into the darkness of a false

conscience ?

I wish, therefore, my dear Christians,

to adjure you today to keep aloof from
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this disorder of a false conscience, or

to free yourselves of it. To do so, you

should have present in your mind two

maxims, which are eternal truths on

which all your conduct should be based.

The one is that the road to heaven is

narrow and the other that a narrow

road cannot be made to adjust itself

to an unscrupulous conscience. The first

truth is founded upon the work of Jesus

Christ: Arcta via est quae ducit ad vitam:

and the second is self evident. The

mere name of Christian should be enough

to lead you to take the decision of a

permanent and perfect conversion. You

should remember that it is in your power

to form such a conscience as you may
want to form, and that it only depends

upon you to widen the way of salva-

tion. You should remember that it is
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not the way of God which should be

made to fit our consciences, but our

consciences which should be made to

fit the way of God. Now these results

will never be attained as long as you act

according to the lax maxims of the world.

It is necessary that your consciences

should reform themselves either by faith-

ful obedience or because of a just fear,

in order to reach the point when your

consciences can no longer become rep-

robated consciences. If the road to

Heaven were to become wider, the laxer

you become in the observance of your

duties, instead of disturbing you, my

dear brethren, said St. Bernard, in your

comfortable life, free from care, I would

sanction such a life. Very well I would

say, if you have found an easier road and

at the same time as safe as the other
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for attaining the goal of your life, namely

salvation, follow it without hesitation

as you certainly would have a right to

do. But this is far from being the case,

as Scripture does not make any refer-

ence to this wide road which leads to

life. There is only one portal leading

to life and the gospel teaches us that to

get through this portal, it is necessary

to make an effort: contendite. Let us,

my dear Christians, make this generous

effort and we shall find an ample reward

in the glory which is promised to us and

which I wish to you all.
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Beatus qui non fuerit scandalizatus in me.

Blessed is he, whosoever shall not be ojff-

jended in me.

IRE,

Men have always, from time im-

memorial, allowed themselves to be

swayed by human respect and from

time immemorial, the partisans of the

world have unfortunately adopted human

respect as a rule of conduct, at the ex-

pense of their religion. But whatever

the pretext by which they try to justify
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their conduct, alleging the compulsion

of circumstances or special considera-

tions, they thus subject their religion

to the precepts of the world, and I main-

tain that this human respect has always

been a shameful slavery. I maintain that

such a rule of conduct has always been

considered and should always be consid-

ered as despicable cowardice. Slavery

and cowardice, both unworthy of a man

who knows God but still more unworthy

of a Christian, raised through Baptism

to be an adopted son of God. Apply

yourselves, my dear hearers, and try and

grasp the full import of these truths.

It is a shameful slavery and I shall

describe it as the slavery of human

respect. For what is there more slavish

than to be driven or rather to drive

oneself to the necessity of shaping one's
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religion after the whims of others? Of

carrying it into practice not according

to one's views and one's enlightenment,

not according to the dictates of one's

conscience, but according to the will

of others? Of not giving evidence of

one's religion, of not performing the

duties imposed by it unless in accord-

ance with the talks and judgments of

others ? In a word, of being a Christian,

or showing oneself a Christian, only in

so far as by doing so, one pleases or

does not displease others? Is there any

slavery which may be compared with

this? H6wever, you know and perhaps

you know it by your own experience,

how very common this slavery, however

shameful, has become in the world, and

how it is becoming more common every

day.
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St. Augustine, referring to those an-

cient Philosophers, to those wise men of

heathenism who, guided only by the

light of their wisdom, knew, heathen

though they were, the true God, says

that they are much to be pitied. Why?
Because in spite of their being convinced

that there is but one God, they never-

theless, following the trend of their

times, worshipped several gods. Be-

ware, Christians, those men by reason

of human respect, acted in opposition

to the dictates of their reason, and

served gods in which they had no belief,

and we, by another kind of human

respect, act in opposition to the dictates

of our faith and fail to serve the God in

Whom we believe. Those men, simply

to please the world, were superstitious

and idolatrous and we, led in the very
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opposite direction by the same actuat-

ing motive, become, often against our

own will, licentious and impious. Those

men, to avoid drawing upon themselves

the hatred of the people, acted ac-

cording to principles they condemned,

worshipped what they despised and pro-

fessed a religion which they detested.

These are the words of St. Augustine:

Colebant quod reprehendebant, agebant quod

arguebant, quod culpabant adorabant. And

we, to avoid men's criticism, through a

cowardly subjugation to the customs

of a corrupt age and to its maxims,

desecrate the religion we profess and

profane the religion we revere; we blas-

pheme at least by our deeds, as pointed

out by an apostle, not that of which we

have no knowledge, but what we know

and acknowledge. While those relent-
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less souls of heathenism, in spite of all

their pretended strength of character,

were trying to captivate men's favor

by a kind of hypocrisy, we try to capti-

vate the same men's favor by another

kind of hypocrisy. They played their

comedy in Roman temples by spurious

devotion as we do in the midst of Chris-

tianity by a spurious atheism. The only

difference is, as pointed out by St.

Augustine, that their hypocrisy was a

mere fiction which, at the most, could

only effect false divinities, whereas our

hypocrisy is a real abomination, an

abomination which as has been proph-

esied by the prophet, is an abomination

against the Almighty, an abomination

constituting an outrage against the truth,

against the majesty and against the holi-

ness of God.
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To act in this way— is it not to be-

come a slave, a slave with regard to the

very matter where slavery is most un-

bearable, and where any sensible man

should try and be entirely free? For

there are certain matters, continues this

holy Doctor, where slavery is bearable,

there are others where it is reasonable

and there are still others where it may

be even a title of honor; but to subject

oneself to slavery even in things which

are the essentially free, even in the pro-

fession of one's faith, even in the per-

formance of one's most sacred duties,

even in the exercise of one's religion and

in all which directly concerns one's eter-

nity and one's salvation, is a thing re-

pugnant to that substratum of greatness

lying in our hearts from the very moment

of our birth. This is a thing with which
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neither the dignity of human beings nor

our conscience may possibly be reconciled.

Let us go into the desert, clamored

the Hebrews to the Egyptians ; for if we

are left alone, we are free to sacrifice to

the God of Israel. Now it is necessary

for us to be free in offering sacrifices to

Him. You will find us obedient in all

the rest and however strict your laws

may be, we shall comply with them, but

in all matters affecting the worship of

the Sovereign Master, whom we adore

to the exclusion of any other being,

freedom is absolutely necessary to us,

and when we ask you for freedom, we

claim our own right, a right which God

has ordered us not to suffer anybody to

take away from us. This is how, my
dear brethren, argues St. Jerome, ex-

plaining this passage of the Exodus,
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this is how any Christian should speak,

who is compelled by Providence to live

in the world and consequently to defend

his religion in the world. With regard

to everything else he should say: I shall

comply with the precepts of the world,

I shall act in accordance with the cus-

toms of the world, I shall do what is

becoming in the eyes of the world, I

shall even refrain, if it becomes neces-

sary for me to do so, from doing any-

thing that may shock the world, but

whenever it comes to a matter affecting

my relations with God, I shall place

myself above the world and the world

shall exercise no sway over me. In

the performance of this all-important

duty, which is my first duty as a Chris-

tian, I shall not be indiscreet. Guiding

my actions will not lead me to give up
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that happy independence which St. Paul

considers as the inalienable privilege of

the state of grace in which I have been

placed by God. This is, according to

St. Jerome, the frame of mind of a

faithful man. And if the tyranny of

the laws of the world went so far as to

create situations in which it would be

impossible for one to preserve this holy

and glorious freedom, which Is the heri-

tage of the sons of God; or rather if

man felt himself to be so weak as to

find it impossible to serve his God, he

should, following the example of the

Israelites, take the decision of retiring

into solitude and of seeking an abode

where, delivered from the yoke of the

world, he might without constraint and

thoroughly free, render to God the hom-

age of his piety, separating himself for
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this purpose, not only from the world

in general, but also from those special

worldly circumstances which experience

has shown him would make it practi-

cally impossible for him to practice his

religion. Why? Because it is only fair

and just, that since he was born free,

he remain so in order to serve Him to

Whom he owes everything, and Who is

the creator and author of his very exist-

ence, and that he never give up the gift

imparted to him by God, to be guided

by his own reason and his own counsels.

Slavery of human respect, the more

shameful as it owes its origin to nar-

rowness of mind and to meanness of

heart, which we try vainly to conceal

from our own eyes but with which

our innermost conscience secretly re-

proaches us. For if we possessed that
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holy pride, to use the words of a Father

of the Church, that nobility of sentiment

inspired by Christianity, we would loudly

proclaim with St. Paul: Non erubesco

Evangelium; (I am not ashamed of the

Gospel). We would imitate those heroes

of the Old Testament, who prided them-

selves upon practicing their religion in

the very face of irreligion. While every-

body was crowding around the idols of

Jehovah, the young Tobias did not fear

to appear peculiar, or rather he prided

himself upon appearing peculiar in such

a matter, and went alone to the Temple

of Jerusalem earning thereby the tribute

given to him in Holy Writ for his per-

severence. Denique cum irent omnes ad

vitulos aureos, quos fecerat "Jeroboam Rex

Israel, hie solus peregehat in Jerusalem

ad templum Domini. (At last while all
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the others were going to the golden

calves which had been erected by Jero-

boam, King of Israel, this man alone

went to Jerusalem to the Temple of

God.) In the same way even if all the

men round about us were forgetful of

God and neglectful of His law, we

should pride ourselves as Christians upon

strictly observing this divine law; and

by a peculiarity which the world itself

will be bound to respect, we should if

necessary separate ourselves from these

men of the world who are prevaricators.

Neither their number nor their standing

should shake us. Were we the only

ones on earth we should persist in this

resolution and the interior consolation

derived from the fact of our being among

those whom God has reserved for Him-

self and who refuse to kneel before Baal,
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namely from the witness rendered by

our conscience, of our having withstood

the torrent of the idolatry of the age,

would be for us in itself, a most pre-

cious consequence of the victory of our

faith over human respect.

Whence does it arise that we are not

in such a position and what is this hu-

man respect which handicaps us ? Timid-

ity and pusillanimity. We fear the crit-

icism of the world and thereby we

confess before the world that we do not

possess sufficient strength to despise it

even at such times and in such circum-

stances as we deem it most despicable.

Such an avowal in itself should make

us feel ashamed. We fear the reproach

of feeble characters and we do not take

into account that this very fear is in

itself a weakness and the most pitiful
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weakness. We are ashamed to declare

ourselves and we fail to see that this

shame, if I may say so, is even more

shameful than the declaration we are

called upon to make. For is there any-

thing more shameful than to be ashamed

of appearing what we are and what we

should be.'' A word, a raillery is suffi-

cient to trouble us and we do not stop

to consider either the reason why or

the person by whom we are troubled.

There is nothing more trifling than rail-

lery when levelled against true virtue,

and there are vain men whose blame or

approval should be quite immaterial for

us; men whose lightheartedness is only

equalled by their impiety; men whose

counsels we would decline to follow and

to Whose dictates we would not submit

even in a single affair; men whom we
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would not allow to interfere in a single

one of our amusements. These, how-

ever, are the very men for whom we

strain our conscience, to whom we de-

fer, to whom by a most unfortunate

blindness, we submit ourselves in a

matter which affects our interests di-

rectly, namely, religion and salvation.

And after all this, let us pride ourselves

upon the greatness of our souls, upon the

wisdom and strength of our minds. After

all this let us be under the sway of the

delusion that by our following the maxims

of the world, we have become thor-

oughly free. No, my brethren, says

St. Chrysostom, this is not the way to

freedom; far from this being the way

to freedom, we are led thereby into the

most despicable slavery; and one of

the most evident chastisements inflicted
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by God upon us when we want to live

as men of the world, is that at the very

time when we shake His yoke, which

is described by Him and is in reality a

sweet and light yoke. He allows us to

take on another one, a thousand times

more humiliating and heavier, namely

the yoke of the world and of the maxims

of the world. Human respect charac-

terized by slavery and by cowardice.

I say cowardice, heinous cowardice.

I belong to God by the very best and

fullest of rights, as man formed by His

hand, endowed with His gifts, redeemed

by His blood, heir to His glory and as

Christian, bound to Him by the most

sacred ties and pledged to serve Him

by a solemn declaration; but instead of

arming myself with a holy audacity

and taking up the defence of this cause.
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I relinquish Him and I betray Him.

Unpardonable cowardice, which can

hardly be excused in those mercenary

souls which by their needs and by their

standing, are bound to the service of

those in power. We should be ashamed

at contemplating the zeal they evince in

all matters concerning their earthly

master, from whom they expect a human

reward and perishable wealth. This

cowardice is over and over again anath-

ematized in the gospels and will be

most terribly rebuked at God's judg-

ment since we are told that the Son of

Man will blush at those who have

blushed at Him, will disavow those who

have disavowed Him, will renounce those

who have renounced Him. ^ui eru-

huerit me, eruhescam et ego ilium. This

is a cowardice which heathen them-
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selves have condemned in Christians

giving to the latter strong and splendid

lessons on this subject.

Are these not the feelings of that wise

Emperor of Old, the father of the great

Constantine? The story, as you know,

is related by Eusebius. Though an in-

fidel, though a heathen, he had Christian

officers at his court and Christian officers

in his army. He wanted to prove their

faith; he assembled them before him,

and he spoke to them a tempting lan-

guage; at last he ordered them to make

themselves known and to explain their

faith. As at no time were all Christians

possessed of the same strength of char-

acter, I am not surprised at being told

that the ones firm in their faith in Jesus

Christ, had rather risk their fortune

than belie their religion, and that others,
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swayed by human respect, elected to

dissimulate their religion rather than

risk their fortune. From all time, there

has been in the world, and even in

Christianity, this parting of the ways.

But what Eusebius wanted to set forth

and what should constitute a touching

and vivid lesson for the people hearing

me (as being most befitting to the place

in which I speak and in thorough ac-

cordance with your inclination), is the

keen insight of this prince in judging

these two classes of Christians when,

contrary to their expectation, he treated

them as they deserved, retaining near

his person those who, despising the

views of the world, had evidenced an

unshakable attachment to their religion,

and sending away the others. For he

felt, adds the historian, that he could not
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expect anything from the latter; that

they were most liable to become faithless

to him since they had been faithless to

their God ; that he should be afraid of a

man whose conscience and whose sense

of duty were so low and weak as to be

unable to withstand the test of a vain

interest and of a human consideration.

O my dear hearers, let us profit by

this maxim and let us be preserved from

the shame of being less religious than

a heathen, guided only by his common

sense. Without being impious or hypo-

crites, let us be generous and sincere.

Between hypocrisy and impiety there

is an honorable middle path, namely

to be a Christian. Let us be Christians

without ostentation, but let us be real

Christians, priding ourselves upon being

and upon appearing Christians.
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Let us remember the numberless

martyrs, our brethren in Jesus Christ

and members of the same church. Did

they fear the presence of men? Were

they dismayed at a look, at a word?

What an image my dear hearers ! What

a reproach for our cowardice! They

appeared before tyrants and in the very

presence of tyrants they confessed their

faith. They mounted the scaffolds and

on the scaffolds, they celebrated the

greatness of their God. They shed their

blood and by their blood they sealed

the truth. Had they greater obliga-

tions than we have? Did they profess

a different law from that we profess?

The God Whom they served. Whom they

glorified, for Whom they died, was He

their God more than He is our own

God? Let us not go so far, since you
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may judge for yourselves and instruct

yourselves by yourselves. I speak at

a court composed of men, famous for

their bravery and their military feats.

To retreat in the face of danger, to hesi-

tate a single moment would be considered

by them as an indelible blot. God

forbid that I refuse to them the just

praise which is due them. By fighting,

by exposing their life for the great and

glorious King, whose orders they exe-

cute and whom Heaven has placed over

us to command us, they fulfill a natural

duty, but what is the source of this

strange contradiction, by which we show

such constancy on one side and such

weakness on the other.? Why is it that

in the things of God, we become like a

reed shaken by the wind, to use the

metaphor of the gospel? Why are we
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as unsteady as a reed, namely why are

we so easily influenced by the desire to

please, so easily shaken by fear, carried

away by the customs of the age, affected

by considerations of our interests ? Any-

way, I shall ask, dwelling further on

the examples proposed today to our

consideration by the Saviour of the

world, why do we fail to imitate St.

John the Baptist, why do we fail to

learn the lesson of firmness in the ser-

vice of our God and in the observance

of His law which he teaches us? Even

enchained, this faithful minister con-

fessed Jesus Christ; even at court, he

gave witness to Jesus Christ. This is

your model; to preserve in the midst

of the court that noble freedom of the

sons of God which is your heritage and

which according to the words of St.
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Paul, is the forerunner of eternal glory

rather than an effect of grace : In liberta-

tem gloriae filiorum Dei (In the freedom

of the glory of the sons of God). To
declare yourselves in the midst of the

court, as followers of Jesus Christ by

a constant, firm and edifying practice

of all the precepts of your religion— this

is what the divine precursor bids you

do; and who can dispossess you of this

freedom? Who will dispossess you? If

I have to be a slave, I shall not be a slave

of the world, but Thy slave my Lord.

Of you and of you alone are we justly

entitled to become the slaves, and if

we were to become the slaves of any-

body else, we . would degenerate from

that glorious adoption which makes us

your children and which entitles us to

call you Our Father. If we know there-
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fore, humbly and prudently, but firmly

and unhesitatingly, how to preserve that

freedom that Jesus Christ secured for

us by His blood, the world, however

perverted, will respect us. If we let

ourselves be deprived of it by human

respect, we shall be despised by the

world itself, for its corruption and its

wickedness does not as yet go so far as

to refuse acknowledgment of real straight-

forward piety. But even if the world

should rise against me, I shall rise my-

self against it and over it. The God

Whom I serve is a sufficiently great

Master to deserve my sacrificing the

world for Him. He is a sufficiently

powerful Master to warrant my serving

Him, not according to the will of the

world, but according to His own will,

and His will is to be served by souls
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free and unfettered by the false judg-

ments and by the vain esteem of man.

You have seen the unworthiness of hu-

man respect. Let us now consider its

evils, this being the second part of my
sermon.

You have apparently always failed

my dear Christians to appreciate these

evils to which I refer. You have al-

ways failed to appreciate both their

extent and their consequences, but I

feel sure you will be touched by the

plain exposition I am going to make to

you of these evils, and that it will in-

spire you with an eternal horror for

human respect. For I claim that in

so far as salvation is concerned, nothing

is more injurious, nothing is more to

be condemned, nothing is more opposed

to the law of God, nothing is more
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deserving of the wrath of God than

human respect. Why? Give me if you

please your particular attention. Be-

cause human respect destroys in tho

heart of men the necessary foundation

of all religion, namely the preferential

love which we owe to God; because

human respect makes man fall into

apostasy, into an apostasy deserving

even a stronger condenmation than the

apostasy of the apostates of the first

centuries, against whom the Church used

so seriously all the rigor of her discipline

;

because human respect is a temptation

which counteracts in man the efficiency

of the most powerful graces, which are

given by God to lead him to good and

to deter him from evil. In fine, human

respect is the most baleful obstacle to

the conversion of the worldly man, the
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obstacle most difficult to overcome, the

obstacle by which as experience teaches

us, he is most liable to be crushed. Am
I right in suggesting for your considera-

tion these four points, as being the most

apt to impress your mind? Were I to

bring you no other proof than the usage

of the world, would it not be sufficient

to convince you? Heed me and never

forget such a salutary instruction.

To prefer God to a creature, and,

whenever it is a question not only of a

theoretical but of a practical compari-

son between the two, whenever one is

found to be opposed to the other, to

trample upon the creature, to render to

God the honor that is due Him^— this

is the base on which there rests the whole

religion, and the force overthrowing hu-

man respect. For why do we call it
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human respect ? Because says the angel-

ical doctor, St. Thomas, in many cir-

cumstances, it makes us pay a greater

respect to the creature than to God.

God reveals to me His will. He inti-

mates His orders, but the man whom

I wish to please or whom I fear to dis-

please does not approve of them, and

I am placed before an alternative, and

actuated only by the desire of pleasing

or not displeasing man, I become a

rebel of God. I have greater respect

for man than for God, and although I

am convinced of the excellency and the

sovereignty of God's being, this con-

viction is a mere theoretical conviction,

which does not prevent my actually

and effectually placing man before God.

Thereby I lose my religion of which I

preserve but a shadow and a vain ap-
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pearance. This is what TertuUian re-

buked in the heathen of old by those

energetic words so thoroughly worthy

of him, when he cried to them: Majori

formidine Caesarem observatis, quam ipsum

de caelo Joyem; et citius apud vos par

omnes Deos, quam per unum Caesaris

genium pejeratur. (You have a greater

fear of Caesar than of celestial Jupiter

himself and you had rather swear by

all the gods than by the single name of

Caesar.) Jupiter is the god you serve,

but your error, as you would hardly

dare dispute, is that you hold this

Jupiter reigning in Heaven in lesser

esteem than the powers having sway

upon earth, and that you are more

afraid of falling into disgrace before

Caesar than of offending all the divini-

ties of the Capitolium. Rebuke which
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should be much more keenly felt by a

Christian who, when applying it to him-

self, should feel frightened and dis-

mayed. However, how many are the

Christians to which such a rebuke may

be literally applied, and how warranted

would I not be in uttering this rebuke

among this audience: Majori formidine

Caesarem observatis.

Thanks be to the Lord, Who by a

special disposition of His Providence,

has given us a faithful King, a declared

enemy of licentiousness and impiety;

a king who knows how to honor his

religion and who wants it to be honored

by everybody; a king whose first aim

in making himself obeyed and served,

is to have God served and obeyed. But,

if by one of those terrible chastisements

by which God sometimes punishes the
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nations, Heaven should have placed us

under the sway of a less religious prince,

how many courtiers according to the

words of Tertullian, would there be, who,

without weighing the decision to be taken,

would unhesitatingly cast God aside in

an effort to earn the favor of Caesar.

Majori formidine Caesarem observatis.

We have not to resort to surmises

since, how many are there not all around

about us, who are inclined this way,

namely who are not impious, and wicked,

but who are willing to become such

whenever it should become necessary

for them to do so; whenever their

becoming such was required of them as

evidence of their attachment and their

willingness to please? Would they feel

any scruple or would they heed the voice

of their conscience? Would they be
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held back by the antagonism between

God and creature? Accustomed as they

are to shape their conduct according

to the inclination of their Master, would

they not make it a rule of conduct to

be profligate if their master were a

profligate, and of despising God if their

master despised God ? Let us not stop to

consider the one, who among all other

masters, holds the first rank after God.

To how many powers of the inferior and

subordinate world, if I may use such an

expression, is not this unfortunate human

respect in a position to render especially

at the court a sort of worship? And

what else is this worship but a refined

idolatry, the more dangerous as it is more

in keeping with our customs and ways?

Powers, however subordinate, to which

one is, without even noticing it, more
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attached than to God, of which the

wrath is feared more than the wrath of

God and to which consequently an actual

but criminal preference is given, raising

in the heart of man the creature above

God. Nothing more is required, to thor-

oughly and completely destroy religion

and to wipe it out, to use the words of

the Royal Prophet, to its very founda-

tion: Exinanite, exinanite usque ad fun-

damentum in ea (You have wiped out

the very foundation of it).

The evil goes still further and reach-

ing out of the heart, it manifests itself

most plainly. For I claim that human

respect leads man not only to interior

and secret apostasy, but to public and

open apostasy, covering with shame his

name of Christian. Let me dwell on

this point. Recall to your minds, the
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sins of irreverence, which you have been

led to commit in the presence of this

altar, by the fear of being considered

either as hypocrites or as Christians.

It is the altar of the living God rather

than the altar referred to by St. Paul in

his speech at the Areopagus, which should

bear the inscription: The Altar of the

Unknown God: Ignoto Deo, or the even

more shocking inscription: The Altar

of the Dishonored God— of the Re-

linquished God. There it is— that altar

which will call vengeance upon you.

The altar met with by St. Paul in Athens

was standing among an idolatrous peo-

ple, but the one I meet with in this

place alas is standing in the midst of

Christianity. St. Paul said to them:

You worship the true God, but you do

not know Him— Ignorantes colitis. And
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I say unto you: You know the true

God but you do not worship Him. What

do I say? The true God you know,

you outrage, you insult. Not to know

the true God, one is worshipping, is ex-

cusable and sometimes pardonable ig-

norance, but not to worship the true

God one knows — not only not to wor-

ship Him, but to know Him and to

outrage Him, but to know Him and to

insult Him, is a sacrilege, is a profana-

tion deserving the great anathema. Is

this not what we have been doing so

many times, actuated by human respect .''

Is this not the way, to use the words of

the apostle in which human respect has

contrived to make your religion unjust?

Is this not the way in which human

respect has made you renounce God and

His worship ?
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For I consider as renouncing God and

His worship, to assist at the august

sacrifice of the altar as courtiers and

men of the world ; to assist at it in such

an immodest manner as would hardly

be tolerated by the most infidel Mo-

hammedans in their mosques; to assist

at it as if one did not believe in it; to

consider it as a meeting place; to in-

terrupt the sacred mysteries by scanda-

lous conversations. All this I maintain

with St. Cyprian, is practical apostasy.

In his omnibus quaedam apostatasia fidei

est. This is, however, what you are

led to by the views of the world, of a

certain impious world whose licentious-

ness and dissoluteness constitute your

rule of conduct. You groan perhaps

under this oppression for some among

you have a real feeling of religion; at
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the very moment when you give your-

selves up to impiety, you are perhaps

the first to condemn and to detest your

conduct; you whisper to yourselves

in your innermost soul, much against

your will, that by acting in such a way,

you render yourselves unworthy of the

name and of the character of Christians.

But as the world is carrying you away

and as you want to steer your conduct

according to the usages of the world,

you profane as the world does, the most

divine and most adorable mysteries of

religion. This apostasy I shall repeat,

compared with the apostasy of the first

centuries of Christianit)', is from a cer-

tain point of view more criminal and

less excusable. Apply your attention

to my words and you will be convinced

of the truth of my statement.
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When we are told of those wretched

ones who, amidst prosecutions forgot

their baptismal vows and outwardly re-

nounced Jesus Christ, we feel horrified;

and when we are told that the church,

to punish them for their prevarica-

tion, excommunicated them, we hardly

consider this penalty as too rigorous

a punishment for their crime. Why?

Because their faithlessness, answer the

Fathers, was a shame for Jesus Christ

Himself, a shame which it was necessary

to avenge. Alas my dear hearers, let

us be just in our judgments. It is true

these weak and cowardly Christians who

became perverted at the sight of the

torments and who pretended to re-

nounce Jesus Christ, fell into apostasy;

but their apostasy was not without

extenuation; and when, touched by com-
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punction, they publicly confessed their

crime, and pronounced those words which

St. Cyprian placed in their mouths:

Caro me in colluctatione deseruit (The

flesh deserted me in the midst of the

fight) I am a traitor and I confess it;

but it was the flesh and not the spirit

which has succumbed in me. Infirmitas

viscerum cessit: (The weakness of my
breast gave way) — the weakness of

my body was unequal to the ardor of

my courage and this is what has lost

me; when they accused themselves in

this way with tears in their eyes and

regret in their souls, I am not surprised

at the fact that the Church led by her

maternal compassion, after having duly

tried them, granted them her pardon,

in spite of the extreme severity of the

maxims advocated by the schismatics
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of the first centuries. But today, when

we renounce our God, through our li-

centiousness and our scandal, what can

we say in explanation of our conduct?

Any reason we may adduce can be

answered by those words which St.

Cyprian addressed to wilful apostates:

Nee prostratus est persecutionis impetu;

sed voluntario lapsu se ipse prostravit

— (Nor was he prostrated by the impact

of persecution, but he prostrated him-

self by a wilful fall). For it is not a

question nowadays either of torments or

of death. There is nothing left but

human respect to rule over us; but

since we give ourselves up to it and since

we allow it to take a firm hold on us,

it is sufficient to make us appear before

men and to make us actually be before

God deserters of our religion: In his
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omnibus quaedam apostatasia fidei est.

(And in all these things there is as an

apostasy from faith.)

What arises therefrom? There arises

that human respect nullifies the most

powerful graces of God and the most

efficient means of salvation. Follow my
thought. One feels inclined to a more

Christian and more orderly life, but

one has not the courage to declare

himself and consequently these good

dispositions remain ineffective. One de-

sires and plans his conversion, but one

fears the talk of men and all these mis-

carry. One feels the necessity of pen-

ance and is resolved to do penance,

but one does not want others to notice

it, and since it would be impossible to

do real penance without others noticing

it, this penance is postponed indefinitely.
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One has been touched by a sermon, but

does not wish to appear as such, and the

unwillingness to appear touched is tan-

tamount to not being touched at all.

During an illness, wise meditations are

made and holy resolutions are taken

for the future, but when it comes to

carrying them into practice, one deems

it necessary not to attract the attention

of others, and thereby is led to abstain

from living up to his resolutions. This

illness, these sermons, these resolutions,

these desires constitute so many either

inner or outer graces directly affecting

in the ordinary course of Providence,

our salvation, but a wrong fear of the

world makes them ineffectual.

Is this not what makes ineffective in

the souls and in the most criminal souls

the operation of the grace of God? Is
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this not the most common obstacle to

many conversions which would be the

natural consequence of the salutary word

of God? A man says to himself: If I

once take up this course, I shall have

to avoid such and such an individual.

A woman says: If I break certain rela-

tions which are dangerous for me and

not very edifying for my neighbors, how

this would be commented upon? One

is apt to give himself up to vain alarms.

If I change my conduct what will they

think and what will they say of me?

By letting oneself be influenced by such

considerations, any holy enterprise is

fatally bound to fail; fervor is belied;

contrition and confession become un-

availing. One wishes that the world

were more fair and that it might prove

advantageous even according to the
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world to appear and to be converted for

one knows that this is the safe side and

one would feel happy to be able to em-

brace it, but the tyrannical and imperi-

ous law of human respect is in the way.

This is enough; one prefers to lose his

own soul and follow this law, than to

disregard it and be saved.

Are we not witnessing the spectacle

of men swayed up to the very brink of

death by this temptation of human

respect, succumbing to it and finding

in it a last pretext against complying

with what their religion prescribes to

them at that very moment? Men on

the point of relinquishing this life and

of appearing before the Tribunal of

God, who are still the slaves of the

world? Men besieged, as says Holy

Writ, by the danger of Hell and still
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engrossed by the judgments of the world;

men neglecting and even rejecting the

last helps offered to them by the Church

;

delaying to avail themselves of them,

as they are anxious not to be considered

as very ill, as they attach a great im-

portance to their not being considered

as desperately ill, thereby resisting the

last graces of the Holy Ghost, owing to

their inability to vanquish the world

at the very moment when they are

relinquishing it by despising and for-

getting it. Have we not witnessed the

spectacle— the incredible spectacle of

men, who after having led a faithless

and lawless life were senseless enough

to crown their life by a diabolical per-

severance in their impiety? Men dying

impenitent in order not to appear weak

and upholding to the end a claimed
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Strength of character on which they had

fooUshly and perhaps unwarrantably

prided themselves ? Men, at the sight of

a frightful eternity, agitated by the re-

morses of a conscience loaded with crime,

unable to shake the sway of this wretched

prejudice: What will they say of me,

if fear of death makes me change?

Men considering what rakes would think

of them— rakes who had been in the

past their confidants and the accom-

plices of their profligacy? Men who,

to avoid losing the esteem of such rakes,

becoming hardened to the most salu-

tary remonstrances of the ministers of

Jesus Christ, adjuring them not to

despair of the mercy of a God, Who,

however offended, however angered, is

still the God of their salvation? Have

we not witnessed men dying in this
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way? And if by the mercy of the

Lord, these examples are rare, are they

less effective, are they less apt to make

us realize the extreme consequences of

human respect ?

Alas my dear Christians, I can now

appreciate all the strength and all the

meaning of those words of TertuUian,

when he said, through an excessive con-

fidence, that he felt assured of his sal-

vation if he could rely upon his never

being ashamed of his God. Salvus sum,

si -non confundor de Domino meo (I am

saved if I am not ashamed of my God).

At first sight, he appears to make sal-

vation depend on a comparatively easy

matter since he deemed this sufficient

independently of everything else. What

is there apparently easier than not to

be ashamed of one's own God.? Does
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this require great perfection? Is this

the fundamental religious mark of a

Christian? Yes, answers TertuUian, I

maintain this point; my salvation is

assured if I am not ashamed of my
God. Salvus sum. This is enough to

protect me against the most violent

temptations of the world, since this is

enough to make me vanquish the world

and all the dangers of the world, for if

I am not ashamed of my God, I am not

ashamed of accomplishing such duties

as, although humiliating in the eyes

of the world, are necessary for salva-

tion according to the law of God ; I am
not ashamed of bearing an offense with-

out vengeance; I am not ashamed of

pardoning an effront, rendering good

for evil; I am not ashamed to make

advances to my enemy who has offended
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me: Salmis sum, si non confundor de

Domino meo. If I am not ashamed of

my God, I am not ashamed of fearing

Him, of honoring Him, of praying to

Him; I am not ashamed of being hum-

ble and respectful before Him, forbear-

ing for Him, despised Hke unto Him.

If I am not ashamed of my God, I am
not ashamed of penance, and of doing

whatever is required of me, for my
conversion to Him: Salvus sum, si non

confundor de Domino meo.

This is what saved Magdalene. If

she had heeded the world, she would

have been lost; if she had consulted

human wisdom, there would have been

for her no salvation : she was not ashamed

of her God and this was her happiness,

this was her predestination. She went

to visit her God in the house of the
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Pharisee and in the midst of a large

multitude, kneeling at the feet of Jesus

Christ, bathed them with her tears,

dried them with her hair and despising

the scorn of men and being unmindful

of the talk of men, she applied herself

to finding grace with her Saviour and

before the only Master she was to

serve thereafter. Had she acted other-

wise, the opportunity of conversion would

have been irretrievably lost to her; had

she acted otherwise, divine mercy would

have been shut from her. To enter into

the ways of this divine mercy, it was

necessary for her to triumph over human

respect, of which I have just depicted

to you the unworthiness and the wretch-

edness and of which I am now going to

show you the scandal. This is the third

part of my sermon.
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There is no scandal In the world

which is not included in Jesus Christ's

anathema: Vae mundo a scandalis: Woe

to the world owing to the scandals

abounding in it. There is no scandal

which is not condemned in those words

of Jesus Christ: Vae autem homini illi

"per quern scandalum venit— woe to the

man through whom scandal arises. Al-

though it is true that the statement of

the Son of God refers to all scandals,

here is a scandal, my dear hearers,

which He had especially in His mind,

and against which I have no doubt His

shattering anathema was mainly in-

tended, Vae mundo; this is the scandal

of human respect, namely the scandal

arising in the world through such in-

dividuals as by their talks or by their

conduct, are instrumental in maintain-
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ing human respect. This scandal is the

more criminal as it affects God more

directly and purports directly the destruc-

tion of His worship. This is the nature

of this scandal. A scandal the more

harmful, as it spreads with greater ease,

as it influences souls with greater force;

this is the danger of this scandal. A
scandal which you are the more ex-

plicitly and the more strictly bid to

prevent and to avoid, ye great ones of

the world, as if arising from you, it be-

came still more contagious and still more

deadly; these are as far as you are con-

cerned the obligations springing there-

from. In fine, this is a scandal which

you may easily prevent, by following the

advice of St. Chrysostom and setting

human respect against human respect;

and by making your good example a
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defense against the licentiousness of the

age; this is the remedy. I ask your

attention for a few moments more and

I conclude.

A scandal which is especially offen-

sive to God: Why.? Because it tends

to destroy the worship of God. In

what did the sin of the sons of Heli

consist.'' This sin which God in Holy

Writ describes in such strong and force-

ful words and against which He appears

to be anxious to inspire us with a special

horror. What was their crime? The

answer is given by the Holy Ghost:

They scandalized the people; and how?

By repelling those who came to the

Temple of Jerusalem to offer their sacri-

fice to the Lord and by deterring them

from this religious duty instead of at-

tracting them. Erat ergo peccatum pue-
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rorum grande nimis; quia retrahebant

homines a sacrificio Domini. It was,

says the sacred text, the capital sin,

too great a sin to deserve grace, too

great a sin to be concealed and par-

doned; Grande nimis. And what else

are those libertines doing who belittle

piety, who decry religion and in whose

presence one cannot serve God undis-

turbed; since one is always exposed to

their influence, since one is the constant

witness of their life and since their dis-

orderly life is a public reflexion on vir-

tue. Two or three worldly men of this

type especially if they enjoy reputa-

tion, are sufficient to pervert an entire

court, and to divert from the right path

the souls most willing to follow the path

of God. And I am not surprised, since

this effected the most essential and the
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most sensitive interests of our Lord;

and to wound these interests was as

much as to wound Him, to use the words

of one of His prophets, in the pupil of

His eye. If an individual citizen un-

dertakes by his manoeuvres to destroy

the fidelity of the people, he is justly

considered as deserving the highest pun-

ishments and no one would be surprised

at his being given up to the rigor of the

law.

Scandal the most contagious and the

most apt to spread. How is it not

spreading? And unless it is checked,

how quickly does it not carry away

weak souls.? This is what struck that

generous Macabean, the invincible Ma-

thatias, this is what moved him to

accomplish a feat which has been praised

by the Holy Ghost and the memory of
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which will be preserved for all time.

He saw an Israelite dominated by the

fear of the world, and on the point of

rendering public worship to the idol;

he saw him and actuated by the zeal of

God, which changed into anger, he

prevented by a double sacrifice this

impiety, by inunolating on the very

altar of the idol, not only the impious

Israelite but also the heathen who was

constraining the Israelite, thereby con-

secrating his anger by the death of these

two victims of which God bade him to

be the instrument. Wherefrom did this

zeal arise? From the grief by which

he was seized and by the thought that

the example of such a sacrilege would

inevitably give rise to numberless other

sacrileges; from the consideration that

under such circumstances the unpun-
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ished scandal of an individual was bound

to shake the whole nation. The danger

which he saw hovering over the head of

the people of God, and the sight of the

frightful consequences which were bound

to follow from the cowardice of this

profanation, were the motives that in-

censed him, that actuated him, that,

let us even say, carried him away, since

his having been carried away is con-

sidered by Holy Writ as praiseworthy.

dear Christians, what a lesson for

us! It was a time of persecution when

the Maccabees felt so strongly the dan-

ger of the scandal of human respect and

of its consequences; but is this time of

persecution entirely past as far as we

are concerned? And in spite of the

present flourishing state of religion can

we deceive ourselves, as says St. Augus-
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tine, into believing that there are no

longer such dangerous trials in store

for the servants of God? Have not

these bloody persecutions suscitated in

ancient times by heathenism been suc-

ceeded by others, the more mischievous

as they are the more human and the

more apt to cause the ruin of souls as

they do not awake any suspicion? I

dare say and I maintain that a word

uttered, a look cast, a contempt evi-

denced, an example given, are bound to

make a stronger impression on the hearts

of men and to have a larger corrupting

influence among Christians than all the

devices invented by tyrants to exter-

minate Christianity. Tyrants were re-

sisted and the blood of the martyrs ; by

a marvelous fecundity was the root from

which there arose the multitude of the
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faithful; but is human respect, to which

your conduct gives rise, resisted? Is

not this persecution to which virtue is

thereby exposed, that far from strength-

ening, multiplying and spreading vir-

tue, establishes the empire of sin and

places the foundation of the kingdom

of licentiousness ?

For what is not the power of this

natural inclination to do as others do?

What is not the power of this wrong

emulation which leads us to follow the

example of others and to imitate every-

thing that proves successful in the world

and is applauded by the world? If

therefore, they show to us the path of

vice, if they allure us along that path by

their talks, if they entice us by their

examples, if they require of us a criminal

condescension and a worldly compla-
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cency, if they make of it a false glory,

if they make their esteem or even their

rewards and their favor depend on it;

how powerfully instrumental will not

this temptation be in leading men to

apostasy? How many men has it not

enticed into apostasy in the past? How
many men is it not enticing to apostasy

nowadays? You know the world, my
dear hearers, and you know it better than

I. You have only to consult yourselves

and your own conscience. You know

how this tyrant of piety is feared and

how it is feared even by you. You

know what are the means used since

they have been used even by you. You

know the sacrifices offered to him every

day, the sacrifices that even you perhaps

have been offering to him. However,

is not this scandal the origin, as set
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forth by St. Bernard, of practically all

the evils by which the church has been

afflicted of late as well as of this relaxa-

tion of morals which we notice all round

about us and which makes us moan?

There arises therefrom for the great

ones of the world, for all the persons

wielding any authority and holding any

rank in the world, a more strict and a

more indispensable obligation to be not

only sincere but exemplary in the wor-

ship of God, and in the exercise of their

religion; and this is the important ad-

vice given them by St. Augustine. For,

says this Father, it is the great ones

who should cure this weakness of human

respect in those that are beneath them;

it is those who have been raised by God

who should give the example of that

holy freedom which is so pleasing to
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God. It is those whose favor is sought

who should show by their conduct that

never will impiety and vice be pleasing

to them, and that on the contrary reli-

gion and virtue will always be pleasing

to them. Since they are the primary

source and the objects of human respect,

they are those who are called upon to

destroy it or to make it a means of

sanctification. They do so and by their

words and by their deeds when they

speak and when they live as Christians;

and thi« is the remedy for human respect.

This is the idea of that venerable

aged man Eleazar; that man from among

the Jewish people equally respectable

for his age and for his dignity; that

man full, according to the beautiful

expression of St. Ambrose, of the spirit

of the gospel, even before the preaching
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of the gospel : vir ante tempora evangelica

evangelicus. A single thing was asked

of him to escape death. He was not

asked to partake of the prohibited flesh,

but only to dissimulate and to pretend

to partake of it, a pretense for which

he conceived the greatest horror. And

why? Because it is unbecoming, he

answered both to my age and to the

position I fill, to use subterfuge and to

conceal my sentiments. For how will

ignorant and weak men be influenced

when they will learn that the virtue of

Eleazar has been belied and that he

himself has turned his back upon the

Law of his God ? They will rely on my
example ; they will become coward, they

will become infidel, they will become

impious after my example. What would

have been the thoughts, what would
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have been the talks of the people? And

above all what would have been their

deeds after his example? But what a

powerful and strengthening motive for

timid and wavering souls to see this

generous pontiff, in spite of the respect

of the world, in spite of threats and

torments remain faithful to his Lord as

he had sworn to be for all his life.

A beautiful lesson for you Christians;

for you, I say, in particular with whom
God shares His power for the promo-

tion of His worship. What should a

Father say to His sons? What the

Holy man Tobias said to his sons:

Audita ergo, filii mei, patrem vestrum:

servite Domino in veritate. Hear me,

my dear children: I am your father and

woe to me if I were not to bequeath to

you as a heritage, the fear of your God.
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Serve the Lord and serve Him in spirit

and in truth. Serve Him without con-

cealment and in all matters affecting

His worship be never actuated either

by political or by worldly considera-

tions. Your religion is your glory; pre-

serve it and do not suffer it to be

dishonored. It is religion that is to

save you ; be careful not to scandalize it.

What should a master, what should the

head of a household say to his servants?

What David said to them: Non habita-

bit in medio domus meae qui facit super-

hiam. I do not want any impious man

in my house; I want in my house men

who fear God and who obey me through

their obedience to God; no blasphemers,

perjurers, no rakes will ever serve me.

And who then? He who follows the

right path of a pure and innocent life.
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Ambulans in via immaculata, hie mihi

ministrabat. What should we do, each

one of us, according to our condition

and according to our standing? Every-

thing that depends on us to strengthen

religion in the souls of those whom God

has placed under our control; by acting

otherwise, we make ourselves guilty before

God, of the greatest scandal. Why? Be-

cause scandal before God is never greater

nor more punishable than when it arises

from the very source which is expected

to give instruction and edification.

I have the consolation, my dear Chris-

tians, of knowing that at no previous

time, has human respect been a less

dangerous scandal or an obstacle easier

to overcome. Because I preach amidst

the court of a prince, who, actuated by

a keen realization of the interests of
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God, appreciates religion and combats

vice more efficiently and more success-

fully by his example than I can be ex-

pected to do by my ministry. What

I may fear for you is that you may be

confronted by another kind of human

respect and that human respect which

in times past transformed courtiers into

libertines, may now transform courtiers

into hypocrites. What I may fear is

that you may be led to be or to appear

Christians by mere worldly considera-

tions, serving God only to please man,

instead of serving God in man and

serving man for God. This is an effect

that may arise, much against his inten-

tions, from the piety of a king faithful

to God and solicitous of the defense of

the worship of God; for is there any-

thing not misused by men.?
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But regardless of the fact that this

fear would find a compensation in the

consideration that at last religion has

taken the upper hand and that licen-

tiousness has been driven to cover; and

that having at last been delivered of

the greater of two evils, we have only

now to preserve ourselves from the

smaller one; regardless of the hope I

might reasonably entertain of your learn-

ing through the avoiding of one rock

not to collide with the other, and that

led as you are by your righteous reason,

you would not be so blind as to debase

your religion, this divine religion into

a purely human religion; regardless of

all these considerations, apt to allay

my fears, I would simply invite you

my dear hearers, to avail yourselves of

the present happy conjunction and of
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the advantages that through God's Provi-

dence, it offers for Christianity and for

our salvation. Whenever human respect

leads us to the accomplishment of our

duties, even if not holy and praiseworthy,

it is still far from useless ; it is a help for

our weakness. Whenever human re-

spect leads us to honor God even though

it still retains its character of human

respect, we have not to renounce it

thoroughly and absolutely, but only to

correct it, to purify it, to perfect it.

From the creature we must raise our-

selves up to the Creator and by the

consideration of what we would be will-

ing to do for a man, we should be led to

seek only God and the Kingdom of God.

These considerations which find their

foundation in faith itself should prompt

us, my dear Christians, to bless this all-
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powerful and all-mercifuI God Who has

given us a master for whom the title of

protector of his religion is not a vain

name, since it depends on us to profit

and take advantage of his zeal and to

make of him the protector of our own

religion. We should consider as one

of the greatest boons conferred on us

by Heaven the fact that we have not

been born in one of those wretched ages

when, if I may say so, impiety was

fashionable and when, to obtain the ap-

proval of the world, it was necessary

to be the enemy of God. You above

everybody else, you who hear me should

deem yourselves fortunate to live in an

age, under a king, and in the midst of

a court where at least these detestable

maxims are no longer in vogue. Let us

acknowledge, you and I that we have
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no excuse if we fail to tread with raised

head the path of salvation, and that

any human respect which may other-

wise check us, should yield before the

towering example of a monarch who

holds virtue in esteem and who knows

how to honor and to practice it. Let us

not say as those unfortunate Israelites

in their captivity: S^uomodo cantabimus

canticum Domini in terra aliena? How
shall we sing the canticles of the Lord in

a foreign land? How shall we sing the

canticles of the Lord in the midst of the

court, and in the midst of the world?

Yes in the very midst of the world and in

the very midst of the court, we shall sing

them. In times past the court resembled

that old Babylon, where the praises of

God were never heard and where His

name was blasphemed; but now it will
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be blessed if only we want it to be. His

word will be heeded and appreciated;

His law will be respected and observed.

We have to accomplish this purpose the

most powerful help and how would we

not be found guilty if we failed to take

advantage of this help ?

Beatus, says the Saviour of the world,

qui non suerit scandalizatus in me

(Blessed is he who shall not be scandal-

ized in Me). He did not except from

this blessing those who inhabit the pal-

aces of the kings. On the contrary He

addressed Himself to them ; and in order

to convince that they were capable of

partaking and that they should par-

take of it, suggested to them the exam-

ple of John the Baptist who at the

court of a king, of an infidel king had

fearlessly confessed the God Who had
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sent him. It is the same God Who
sends me, Who sends me, however, to

the court of a Christian King. It is

the gospel of Jesus Christ that I pro-

nounce thereat. May you receive

the evangelical message without being

ashamed of it, in order that the God-

man may not be ashamed of you, in

order that He may acknowledge you

before His Father and admit you to

His glory which I wish unto you.
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